NeuroAIDS In Asia and the Pacific Rim
Clinical and Research Training Roundtable: Capacity Building
Resource limitation

- Human resource (number and expertise)
- Diagnostic facilities and equipment
- Medications (HAART and treatment for opportunistic diseases)
- Local data on neuroAIDS
Matching expertise and service needs

- Infectious disease specialists
- District and community based clinicians

Versus

- Neurologists, neuropsychologists, neuroradiologists, neuropathologists
- Academic and referral centres
Training needs

- Diagnosis of neuroAIDS: syndrome approach, criteria for presumptive diagnosis
- Detection of early cognitive impairment and neuropathy: bedside screening tools
- Management of neuroAIDS: access to effective treatment
- Research capability
Resources

- Web-based training modules
- Trainers in neuroAIDS: local, regional and international
- Train-the-trainer workshops
- NeuroAIDS research projects: capacity building
- Regional neuroAIDS data: normative data and profile of disease